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Enhancements and Improvements

• All students entered for the term can be 
seen on one page

• Can enter one student on multiple 
contracts in one spot 

• Columns can be moved and used for 
sorting for each session

• When exporting from TWAPMTS all 
students will be on one report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are a few of the new features we have added to improve TWAPMTS and make it easier to work with. -When you log into TWAPMTS you will now be able to see all of the students entered in your department, no matter what contract number they are on.  -Since all of the students are shown in one spot you will now be able to enter one student on multiple contracts at one time. You no longer have to scroll through the separate contract numbers. -All of the columns on the TWAPMTS screen can be moved around and used for sorting. This will return to the default settings after each session. -Exporting from TWAPMTS will show all of the students you have entered for the current term. You will no longer need to export each contract number to see which students have been entered, the will all show on one excel file. 



Accessing TWAPMTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as you needed to in Banner 8, you will need to pull up the TWAPMTS form in Compass, enter your Department’s parameters and then hit Go.  The Term you are currently working in, the system part , your two character User College/Division, and then the four character User Department will be everything needed. 



The New TWAPMTS Look

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new TWAPMTS screen will have all of the same information as Banner 8, but more can be seen without scrolling. All information is shown on one screen and columns can be moved around if needed. When columns are moved you can also click on the column name to sort the information by the subject. For example, if you are wanting to see all students on contract #2, you would click on the Contract Description column and it will sort everyone by contract number. 



Adding Students to a Contract

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When adding a new student in TWAPMTS -if the rows are empty, click to highlight or use F6 to enter a new record. You will need to be sure that the row is highlighted yellow and the field you are entering into is blue. You will need the student's UIN or T# and the FAMIS account number you would like to use. Everything else is optional or will populate on its own. The most used optional columns are the max amount and comments column. 	-A max amount is entered when there is a limit that you would like to pay. 	-We always recommend leaving a comment, especially any time a change is made to a student’s contract (like deleting it). The most recent comment will always be listed first then you can click on comments to see any other comments that were left previously.By highlighting a student you are also able to see the activity date and the user that made any changes to the student on the bottom of the screen.



Selecting a Contract Number

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When placing a student on a contract, you will need to select a contract description. You can click on the three dots next to the contract description to view a list of the contracts available for your department. If you are looking for a contract, but it is not listed please email a request to have it added to twapmts@tamu.edu. Be sure to include all of the information you use to enter into TWAPMTS and the contract number/description that you are requesting.Once you have selected which contract to use, hit OK. Note that by clicking OK this does not save. You will still need to his save of F10 once you have entered the remaining information. 



FAMIS Account Number

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will type in or select the system part and then choose the FAMIS account number and Support account number- these can now be selected together. You do not have to scroll through all of the options, if you have the FAMIS account number then you can go ahead and enter it. Once you have selected the FAMIS account and support account numbers, the system part and object code will populate.



Fall to Spring Contract Roll Option

*summer terms will still need to be entered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will now be given the option to have a student’s contract and/or waiver roll from the Fall to the next Spring term. It will be similar to the Waiver column in that it will have a Y for Yes or N for No. If the student has a N when TWAPMTS closes in the Fall and they are still eligible in the spring you will have to go in and enter them when TWAPMTS opens for spring. This column will automatically have a N and the Y will need to be entered and saved in order for it to roll. 



Graduate Assistantship Non-Resident 
Waiver

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The non-resident waiver can be now entered on the same tab as the contracts. You can add a waiver by highlighting the student and selecting WAIVER in the upper left corner of the form. The student waiver information pop up box will show the students name and uin, if they are a spouse/dependent on a waiver it will have the employee’s UIN listed. You can select to have it roll from fall to spring and you can also remove the waiver by selecting the delete indicator.After all of any changes you made have been entered in the box, you will select OK –this does not save. You will still need to hit F10 to save the changes made.  You can tell if a student’s waiver has already been entered if they have a Y in the Waiver column. Y=Yes, N=No. You can also enter a students waiver under the waiver tab. This tab shown in the lower screenshot will show all students that are on the graduate assistantship non-resided waiver. After all of any changes you made have been entered in the box, you will select OK –this does not save. You will still need to save the changes made.  



Questions?

Contact us: twapmts@tamu.edu
Visit Our Website: twapmts.tamu.edu

mailto:twapmts@tamu.edu
https://sbs.tamu.edu/accounts-billing/for-departments-twapmts/
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